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ABSTRACT
There are three set operators defined in XQuery, namely
union, intersect and except. They take node sequences
as operands, in which each node is identified by its node-ID
and treated as an atomic entity. However, according to XML
semantics, each node is “a set of set(s)”, which have descendants in a tree-structured hierarchy. Unfortunately, the
regular set operators as described above ignored this structural feature of XML data. On the other hand, some XML
applications can be benefited from set operators with different semantics considering ancestor-descendant relationships
between nodes. In this extended semantics, the comparison
during query processing are conducted not only on nodes of
both operands, but also on their descendants, in a “deep”
manner. In this paper, we identify the needs of such “deep”
set operators and propose the deep-union, deep-intersect
and deep-except operators. We further explore their properties as well as relationships to regular set operators, and
present a preliminary experience on implementing them as
user-defined functions of XQuery.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [3]
has emerged as the de facto standard for storing and exchanging information. As such, the needs arise to query
and tailor information in XML documents for various requirements in a more flexible and powerful manner. Towards
this goal, XQuery [2] was developed by two W3C working
groups to serve as the standard XML query language. In
[2] and [5], three set operators are defined, namely union,
intersect and except. First, in [2], they are defined as:
• “The union and | operators are equivalent. They take
two node sequences as operands and return a sequence
containing all the nodes that occur in either of the
operands.”
• “The intersect operator takes two node sequences as
operands and returns a sequence containing all the nodes
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Figure 1: Tree structure of an XML document.
that occur in both operands.”
• “The except operator takes two node sequences as operands
and returns a sequence containing all the nodes that occur in the first operand but not in the second operand.”
Second, according to [5], the set operators of XQuery are
defined using the notion of node-IDs – unique (conceptual)
ID per XML node. Therefore, for instance, the “union”
of two node sequences are the union of node-IDs from both
sequences. On the other hand, XQuery uses XPath [1] to locate nodes. As defined in XPath, once the query is processed
and the final node-IDs, say {5, 7}, are found, the answer to
be returned to the user is the entire subtree rooted at the
node with IDs 5 and 7. For instance, Figure 1, an XPath
expression “//person” represents all the subtree rooted at
<person> node (subtree 1), and “//person/name” represents
the whole subtree rooted at “<name>” node (subtree 2),
which is hierarchically nested as a subtree in subtree 1.
In addition, the set operators defined in XQuery only require two operands to be “node sequences” without any further requirements on their comparability. Therefore, two
operands may be sequences of nodes at different level, or
even nodes from mixed levels. For instance, in the expression “//person union //name”, two operands contain different nodes, <person> and <name>, and are thus incomparable regarding their semantics. In the relational model, this
kind of union is not valid because of incompatible domains.
However, XQuery accepts this query and would return a
sequence of mixed nodes, <person> and <name>. Consequently, the “regular” set operators defined in XQuery are
more flexible than their counterparts in the relational model,
but they sometimes generate confusing semantics. In particular, we have observed that some XML applications would
have been benefited greatly if there are “novel” set operators
with different semantics in XQuery. Consider the following
two motivating examples.

<person id="person6">
<name>Moheb Mersereau</name>
<emailaddress>mailto:Mersereau@umass.edu</emailaddress>
<creditcard>4462 9674 4373 8450</creditcard>
</person>

person
creditcard

(a): a complete “person” node (//person)
<person id="person6">
<name>Moheb Mersereau</name>
<emailaddress>mailto:Mersereau@umass.edu</emailaddress>

person
creditcard

</person>

(b): a partial “person” node (//person deep-except //person/credicard)

Figure 2: An example of deep-except semantics
Example 1 (XML Access Controls). In [8], we proposed
an XML access control enforcement method that re-writes
users’ incoming query Q to a safe query Q0 such that all fragments in Q that are asking for illegal data access are pruned
out. In this context, conceptually, the safe query is either
(1) “intersect” of Q and what users are granted to access
(i.e., positive access control rules), or (2) Q “except” what
users are prohibited to access (i.e., negative access control
rules). That is, if Q is //person, but a positive access control
rule grants only the data matching //person/name[age>18],
then users must have an access to the data that are the
intersect of //person and //person/name[age>18]. However,
the expression using the regular intersect operator, “//person intersect //person/name[age>18]” would return NULL
since no node-IDs from //person and //person/name[age>18]
match. What is desirable here is, thus, a novel “intersect”
operator that compares operands to check their structural
overlap in a deep manner, and returns the overlapped region.
That is, “//person deep-intersect //person/name[age>18]”
should return the nodes matching //person/name[age>18]
since it is completely nested in //person.
Symmetrically, for negative access control rules, we need
novel deep-except operator. For instance, if a user issues a
query //person but a negative access control rule prevents
her from accessing the data matching //person/creditcard,
then what she can really access is the data matching the expression “//person deep-except //person/creditcard”. Again,
the regular except operator, if used, would have resulted
wrong semantics. Figure 2 illustrates the above semantics
of deep-except: (a) shows two <person> nodes in their
original form, while (b) shows the expected output of the
“deep” query “//person deep-except //person/creditcard”.

Example 2 (Database as a Service). In recent proposal
to use database as a service model [6], query and data are
delivered over to the database site which processes the query
and returns answers back to users. Furthermore, XML data
may be gathered and stored in a non-replicating fashion. A
small company A that has branches in LA and NY may store
different but partly overlapping XML data in both branches.
When analysis needs to be done, the company ships query
and two snapshots of XML data to 3rd party company B
that provides database-as-a-service. For instance, the company A wants to gather aggregated statistics over items that
were sold in 2004, and may request names of all items in the
LA branch to be sent to B, while requesting complete item

information of Northern America to be sent to B. That is,
what B will receive is the “merged snapshot” of //item/name
and //namerica/item. Like Example 1, this cannot be handled by the regular union operator, and can only be coped
by introducing the novel deep-union operator as follows:
“//item/name deep-union //namerica/item”.
2

2.

RELATED WORK

In [4], “deep union” and “deep update” operators are
proposed to process semi-structured data. This operator
takes two edge-labeled tree-structural documents as input
and merges/updates them based on their structural similarities.
In [9], a deep-equal function is introduced to check the
equality of two sequences. It checks if the arguments contain
items that are equal in values and positions. Despite the
same name, their deep operators (functions) are different
from ours in semantics or underlying operation objects.
In [7], TAX algebra is proposed for tree-structured data,
in accordance with the relational algebra for relational data.
TIMBER [10] is developed based on this algebra.
As we illustrate above, there are needs for novel set operators with enhanced semantics than regular set operators. In
this paper, we explore this issue of deep set operators. The
remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section
3, we define deep set operators and illustrate them with examples. Section 4 proposes their properties and comparison
with regular set operators. Section 5 describes the algorithm of our implementation of three deep set operators,
and in Section 6 we provide our experiment results.

3.

FORMAL DEFINITIONS

We first give precise formal definitions of three novel deep
set operators, followed by illustrative examples.

3.1

Definitions

First, we denote node sequences as P = {p1 , ...pn } and
Q = {q1 , ...qn }, where pi and qi are XML nodes, identified
by node-IDs according to XQuery semantics [5]. And the
enumeration of the nodes and all their descendant nodes as:
Pd

=

P/descendant − or − self :: ∗

Qd

=

Q/descendant − or − self :: ∗
D

Definition 1 (deep-union) deep-union operator (∪) takes
two node sequences P and Q as operands, and returns a se-

quence of nodes (1) who exist as a node or as a descendant
of the nodes in “either” operand sequences, and (2) whose
parent does not satisfy (1). Formally,
D

P ∪Q =

{r|(r ∈ Pd ∨ r ∈ Qd ) ∧

(r :: parent() 6∈ Pd ∧ r :: parent() 6∈ Qd )} 2
In the above definition, condition (1) represents the foundamental semantics of deep union operator: compare not only
nodes in operand node sequences but also their descendants;
(2) serves as a supplement: when a node satisfies condition
(1), all its descendants also satisfy condition (1), thus we
wanted to eliminate the descendants and keep the “greatest
common node” only 1 . Condition (2) is directly expressed
as:
! (r :: parent() ∈ Pd ∨ r :: parent() ∈ Qd )
According to De Morgan’s Law, it is equal to:
(r :: parent() 6∈ Pd ∧ r :: parent() 6∈ Qd )
Similarly, we have
Definition 2 (deep-intersect) deep-intersect operator
D

(∩) takes two node sequences P and Q as operands, returns a
sequence of nodes (1) who exist as a node or as a descendant
of the nodes in “both” operand sequences, and (2) whose
parent does not satisfy (1). Formally,
D

P ∩Q =

D

∪
A
A
{A, B}

∩
A
∅
∅

D

∩
A
B
∅

∅
A
A

D

−
∅
partial content
A

Table 1: Comparison between set operators and
deep set operators
Finally, deep-except operator is defined as follows.
D

Definition 3 (deep-except) deep-except operator (−) takes
two node sequences as inputs, and conducts deep-except-nodeseq
operation between each node in the first operands vs. the
second operand, and combine the outputs. Formally,
D

P −Q =

{r|r ∈ (pi deep − except − nodeseq Q)} 2

Here we can see that the definition of deep-except operator appears to be different from the other two deep set operators. The differences are further discussed and explained
in Section 4.

3.2

Examples

Consider the following XML fragment:
<a> <b> <c/> </b> <d/> </a>

{r|(r ∈ Pd ∧ r ∈ Qd ) ∧
(r :: parent() 6∈ Pd ∨ r :: parent() 6∈ Qd )} 2

To formally define deep-except, we first need to define
the deep-except-node operator. W3C XPath [1] standard
limits the connection of any two nodes be in one (or more)
of the twelve axis. For any two given nodes, we can further
categorize their relationship into three classes: (1) they are
identical, (2) they are ancestor-descendant, or (3) there is
no overlap between them (including sibling, etc.). In other
words, two nodes cannot be “partly overlapped”. Then we
define the deep-except-node operator as:
Remark 1 deep-except-node operator takes two nodes as
operands, processes them according to the following conditions: (1)when the first node is equal to the second node, or
is a descendant of the second node, return null; (2) when
the second node is a descendant of the first node, remove it
from the subtree of the first node and return the remaining;
(3) otherwise, when there is no overlap between the first and
second nodes, return the first node.
In addition to Remark 1, we extend the second operand
to a “node sequence” to define deep-except-nodeseq:
Remark 2 deep-except-nodeseq operator takes one node
as the first operand and one node sequence as the second
operand, process them according to the following conditions:
(1)when the first operand is equal to any node in the second operand, or is a descendant of any node in the second operand, return null; (2) when any node(s) of the second operand is descendant(s) of the first operand, remove
it(them) from the first operand and return the remaining;
(3) otherwise, when there is no overlap between the first and
second operands, return the first operand.
2
1

A=B
//A//B
no overlap

∪
A
{A, B}
{A, B}

According to XML standards, when this node is projected
to the document, the whole subtree rooted at this node is
returned.

Query “/a union //b” yields both <a> and <b> nodes.
When projected on the document, the answer would be:
<a> <b> <c/> </b> <d/> </a>, <b> <c/> </b>
On the other hand, query “/a deep-union //b” yields <a>
nodes only. When projected on the document, the answer
would be:
<a> <b> <c/> </b> <d/> </a>
Query “/a deep-intersect //b” yields <b> nodes:
<b> <c/> </b>
Finally, query “/a deep-except //b” yields newly constructed
<a> nodes, which is different from original <a> nodes:
<a> <d/> </a>
As another example of deep set operators, we compare
deep set operators and regular set operators at micro level:
given two nodes (i.e. only one item in each node sequence
as operand), what could be the productions of deep set operations, as well as regular set operations?
As we pointed out, the relationship between two nodes A
and B can only be one of the following: (1)they are the same
(A=B); (2) A is an ancestor of B (//A//B)2 ; or (3) they are
not related (no overlap between them). Table 1 summarizes
the results of conducting regular set and deep set operators
on two nodes of each category.
As an example, if we take a node (e.g. //person[@id=’1’])
and one of its grandchild (e.g //person[@id=’1’]/address/zip)
as operands to conduct three set operations defined in XQuery, they will generate the results as shown in Figure
3. As we can see, regular set operators compares the IDs
of two nodes and found them different. Thus union operation returns both nodes, intersect operation returns NULL,

The following properties of deep set operators are most
fundamental and can be easily proved by their definitions
(here we omit the proof due to space limit). They are similar
to the properties of regular set operators.
Commutativity

site

site regions
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people
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2
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2
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Associativity
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(P ∪ Q) ∪ R
(P ∩ Q) ∩ R

Figure 3: set operators defined in XQuery
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Figure 4: Deep set operators
and except operator returns the first operand (grandparent
node).
On the other hand, if we take the above nodes and conduct deep-set operations, different results are generated, as
shown in Figure 4. Deep set operators detects that the node
of second operand is a descendant of the first operand, thus:
(1) deep-union operation returns the ancestor (e.g //person[@id=’1’]) only; (2) deep-intersect operation returns the
descendant only (e.g //person[@id=’1’]/address/zip); and
(3) deep-intersect operation returns a newly constructed node,
which contains partial content of the ancestor node, with one
of the descendant node (the second operand) been removed.
The above example is case 2 in Table 1. Comparing Figure 3 with Figure 4, we can observe the essential difference between regular set operators and deep set operators:
the regular set operators only compare and process node(s)
in operands, while deep set operators compare and process
node(s) as well as their descendants.

4.
4.1
2

PROPERTIES
Arithmetic Properties

For case “A is a descendant of B” (//B//A), we can simply
swap token A and B, thus it is still categorized as case 2

D

D

D

P ∪ (Q ∪ R)

=

P ∩ (Q ∩ R)

Distributivity:
D

(P ∪ Q) ∩ R

D

D

D

=

=

D

D

D

(P ∩ R) ∪ (Q ∩ R)

In addition, we would like to point out one essential difference between deep-except operator and the other two. As
we can see, both deep-union and deep-intersect operators
return a sequence of nodes that are originated from the given
XML tree, i.e. they do not create any new nodes. In this
way, the production of these two operators are available for
any other operations defined in XQuery that accepts nodes
as operands, e.g. union, intersect, etc. On the other hand,
whenever deep-except-nodeseq (case 2 of Remark 2) operation is conducted for deep-except operator, new nodes
are constructed. Therefore, the production of deep-except
operator may not be existing node in the XML tree. In
this way, we should identify that although three operators
are named “deep set operators” together, they are actually
operators of different properties. deep-except operator is
constructing new nodes while the other two operators return nodes of the original XML tree, which is similar to the
regular union and intersect operators.
As an example, “//person deep-except //person/name”
returns “person” nodes. However, the returned “person”
nodes are not the same as “person” nodes that reside in
original XML document: the “person” nodes produced by
deep-except operation do not have “name” child. As a result, the newly constructed “person” nodes have new nodeIDs,
which are different from original “person” nodes. Therefore,
with the production of deep-except operator, we have to
be careful when conducting further operations with existing “person” nodes in the XML document, such as union,
intersect etc. Moreover, we cannot use
D

D

//person − //person/name − //person/age
although it looks fine in semantics. Instead, we have to use:
D

//person − (//person/name ∪ //person/age)

4.2

Comparison with Set Operators

As we described above, deep-union and deep-intersect
operators return nodes of the original document (probably
node-IDs in actual applications). Here we provide two theorems to further describe the output of these two operators,
especially their relationships with regular set operators.

Lemma 1. deep-union of two node sequences is subset of
their union production:
D

(P ∪ Q) ⊆ (P ∪ Q)
Proof. Lemma 1 is equivalent to:
if

D

r ∈ P ∪ Q,

r ∈ P ∪ Q.

then
D

r ∈ Qd .

or

deep-union operator
According to theorem 1, product of deep-union operator
is a subset of regular union operation, i.e. each output node
must originally resides in at least one operand. Following
this theorem, deep-union operator, as shown in Algorithm
1, enumerates the nodes in each operands, referring to requirements of deep-union and return the satisfied ones.

(1)

Suppose we have an r that r ∈ P ∪Q, according to Definition
1:
r ∈ Pd

5.1

Consider the equivalency of P and Q, we can assume
r ∈ P/descendant − or − self :: ∗

(2)

According to Definition 1, we also have
r :: parent() 6∈ P/descendant − or − self :: ∗

Algorithm 1: deep-union
Input: input node sequences P and Q
foreach node Pi of P do
if empty(Pi ∩ Q//*) & empty(Pi ∩ P //*) then
Pi
foreach node Qi of Q do
if empty(Qi ∩ (P ∪ P//∗)) & empty(Qi ∩ Q//∗)
then
Qi

which means
r 6∈ P/descendant :: ∗

(3)

Comparing (2) and (3), we have
r ∈ P,

thus

r ∈ P ∪ Q,

which proves Equation 1.

(q.e.d)

Lemma 2. deep-intersect of two node sequences is subset of their union production:
D

(P ∩ Q) ⊆ (P ∪ Q),
On the other hand, it is not possibly subset of their intersect
production:
∃P, Q

that

D

(P ∩ Q) 6⊆ (P ∩ Q)
D

This theorem is also described as : if r ∈ P ∩ Q, then
r ∈ P ∪ Q, but not always r ∈ P ∩ Q.
Lemma 3. Unless both operands contain ancestor-descendant
nodes, deep-intersect of two node sequences is superset of
their intersect production:
D

(P ∩ Q) ⊆ (P ∩ Q)
The proofs of the above two theorems are similar to that
of Lemma 1, and thus omitted.

5.

5.2

deep-intersect operator
deep-intersect is implemented in a similar way as deep-union.
According to theorem 2, each output node of deep-intersect
operator must originally resides in at least one operand.
To enhance the readability of the algorithm, we divide it
into three steps: first extract the regular “intersect” of two
operands, remove the possible ancestor-descendant relationship that may exists, and output the remaining. Then, for
each of the operand, enumerate the node items, output it
if it is a descendant of the other operand (some exceptions
are eliminated). Algorithm 2 shows how deep-intersect
works.
Algorithm 2: deep-intersect
Input: input node sequences P and Q
foreach node r in (P ∩ Q) do
if empty(r ∩ (P ∩ Q)//∗) then
r
foreach node Pi of P do
if empty(Pi ∩ P //*) & !empty(Pi ∩ Q//∗) &
empty(Pi ∩ (P ∩ Q)) then
Pi
foreach node Qi of Q do
if empty(Qi ∩ Q//*) & !empty(Qi ∩ P//∗) &
empty(Qi ∩ (P ∩ Q)) then
Qi

PRELIMINARY IMPLEMENTATIONS

We have implemented the deep set operators through userdefined functions of XQuery. With this implementation,
these operators are executable in any XML engine that supports XQuery. On the other hand, as a drawback, this
engine-independent implementation may not be as efficient
as implementations at lower level (say, engine level).
As XQuery’s user-defined functions, our implementations
take node sequences as inputs, including XPath expressions
and other forms of node sequences (e.g. products of set operators). In addition, as described above, the results of both
deep-union and deep-intersect operations are XML node
sequences and are available to further XQuery operations.
Our implementation also supports this property.

5.3

deep-except operator
For deep-except operator, as we have described in Section
3.1, it is different from the other two deep set operators.
We implement it in a recursive manner: for each node in
the first operand, (1) if it has no overlap with any node in
the second operand, output it; (2) if it is ancestor of any
node(s) in the second operand, construct a new node with
the same name, attributes and text, and enumerate all the
children to conduct deep-except with the second operand;
(3) otherwise, the node is “covered” by nodes in the second
operand, eliminate it. The general algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 3.

500
Q uery evaluation time (ms )

400
300
200
100
0

D

∩

Algorithm 3: deep-except
Input: input node sequences P and Q
foreach node Pi in P do
if empty(Pi //* ∩ Q) and empty(Pi ∩ (Q ∪ Q//*))
then
Pi
if ! empty(Pi //* ∩Q) then
construct element{
element name=name(Pi );
element attributes=Pi /@*;
element text()=Pi /text();
deep-except(Pi /*,Q);
}
else

D

∩

_ _
D

O perators

Figure 5: Experiment results of deep-except
are slower because of two main reasons:

5.4

Complexity

Although the above preliminary implementations may not
be fully optimized, we can still estimate the computation
of deep set operators. The computation of deep-union
and deep-intersect operators are both O(nc ∗ ns ), where
nc denotes the total number of nodes in the sequences of
operands, and ns denotes the total size of the subtrees rooted
at these nodes. On the other hand, the computation of
deep-except operator (P deep-except Q) is denoted as
O(ncq ∗nsp ∗i), where ncq denotes number of nodes in P , nsp
denotes the size of subtrees rooted at nodes in P , i denotes
the maximum depth of these subtrees. This appears to be
more expensive than the other two, since recursive function
call is employed in the implementation. It could be greatly
optimized if implemented at XML engine level.

6. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS
6.1

Experimental Results

In the experiments, we use the well-known XMark schema
and its XML document generator [11] to generate the test
document. We generate a 570KB XML document and test
the performance of deep set operators vs. regular set operators on it. For the underlying XML engine, as we have
described, any engine that implements XQuery is usable
since our implementation relies on XQuery only; here we
pick Galax 0.5.0 (and its Java API) [12].
For each operator, we generate pairs of XPath expressions
(P and Q) as operands, and test all three deep set operators. For comparison, we also test regular set operators with
the same operands. However, please note that the straight
comparison of query evaluation time is unfair since regular
set operators are supported within the core of XML engine,
but our deep set operators are only implemented through
user defined functions (UDF) of XQuery. We present the
comparison only for reference, not for competition.
Experiment results are shown in figure 5, note we only
D

measure the pairs where P and Q overlap (i.e. P ∩ Q 6= ϕ),
since only in these cases the products of regular set operators
and deep set operators differ.

6.2

1. Deep set operators need extra overhead to support
more intensive semantics. It is not fair to directly compare these two groups of set operators, since they are
in fact different things. In this way, the preliminary
experiments are just used as a reference of the performance of deep set operators.

Discussions

From the figure, we can see that deep set operators are
slower than regular set operators, but query processing time
is still within 0.5 ms on this document. Deep set operators

2. In our experiments, deep set operators are implemented
through user-defined functions (UDF) of XQuery. Thus
they could not compete with regular set operators,
which are well optimized in the engine (core). For
instance, the main part of deep intersect operator is
comparing two node sequences and picking the common elements, for which algorithms of O(log n) exists. However, we cannot employ these optimized algorithms in XQuery UDF.
In addition, deep-except is slower than other two because
of the recursive implementation of deep except semantics.
However, this could not be avoided as long as we are using
UDF of XQuery.
In the future, we plan to improve the performance of deep
set operators by implementing them in the XML database
engine. In this way, we can design and implement more
efficient (and more complicated) algorithms. Together with
the advantage of engine level implementation, we are sure
to gain performance improvement.

7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose deep set operators for XQuery.
Regular set operators defined in [2, 5] only rely on nodeIDs to identify and compare nodes. Therefore they ignore
the comparability issue of operands and neglect the treestructured hierarchy of XML data. The newly defined deep
set operators take the ancestor-descendant relationships within
input XML nodes into consideration. Items in input node
sequences are not regarded as atomic entities, instead, they
are treated as hierarchically nested elements, which accords
with the designed semantics of XML. Deep set operators
traverse into descendants of nodes to conduct comparison
and processing, in a “deep” manner. We propose the formal
definition of deep set operators, then explore their computational properties as well as relationships with regular set
operators. Finally we provide an implementation of deep
set operators, which purely rely on XQuery and thus independent from XML engine. Experiment show that some
reasonable overhead is required to support deep set operations.

8.
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APPENDIX
A.
A.1

SOURCE CODE
Deep Union

declare function
let $pqr:=$q//*
for $pn in $p
return
if (empty($pn
$pn
else(),
let $pqr:=$p//*
for $qn in $q
return
if (empty($qn
empty($qn
$qn
else()
};

A.2

local:d_u($p,$q){
union $p//*

intersect $pqr)) then

union $q//*

intersect $p) and
intersect $pqr)) then

Deep Intersect

declare function local:d_i($p,$q){
let $pr:=$p//*
let $qr:=$q//*
for $pn in $p
return
if (empty($pn intersect $pr) and
(not(empty($pn intersect $qr or
not(empty($pn intersect $q)))))) then
$pn
else(),
let $pr:=$p//*
let $qr:=$q//*
for $qn in $q
return
if (empty($qn intersect $qr) and
not(empty($qn intersect $pr))) then
$qn
else()
};

A.3

Deep Except

declare function local:d_e($p,$q){
let $qr:=$q//*
for $pn in $p
return
if (empty($pn//* intersect $q) and
empty($pn intersect $q) and
empty($pn intersect $qr)) then
$pn
else if (not(empty($pn//* intersect $q))) then
element{name($pn)}{
$pn/@*,
$pn/text(),
local:d_e($pn/*,$q)
}
else()
};

